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These critical operations are enabled not by a
database or a set of databases but by an opensource toolset, Collex, that represents data as
a function of the histories of their use.
Reflecting on digital technology, McKenzie saw that its simulation capacities were
forcing him to rethink a "primary artide of
[his] bibliographical faith," the material selfidentity of the archival object. He did not live
to undertake an editorial project in digital
form. Had he done so, he would have found
that his "social text" approach to scholarly
work was greatly and practically advanced by
the resources of digital technology. He would
have seen and embraced these technologies
because he understood the dynamic structure
of all archives and all their materials.
Editors and scholars engage with works
in process. Even if only one textual witness
were to survive-say that tomorrow a manuscript of an unrecorded play by Shakespeare
were unearthed-that document would be
a record of the process of its making and its
transmission. Minimal as they might seem,
its user logs have not been erased, and they
are essential evidence for anyone interested
in engaging with the work. We are interested
in documentary evidence because it encodes,
however cryptically at times, the evidence of
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the agents who were involved in making and
transmitting the document. Folsom is right
when he says that "Leaves of Grass is actually a group of numerous things. . . ." This is
why databases cannot model such complex
works. Scholars do not edit or study selfi
identical texts. They reconstruct a complex
documentary record of textual makings and
remakings, in which their own scholarly investments directly participate.
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Remediating Whitman
MEREDITH L. McGILL

ED FOLSOM'S PREDICTION THAT DIGITAL DATAbases will produce an "epic transformation"
of archives is based on his firsthand knowledge of the benefits that new-media projects

such as The Walt Whitman Archive offer to
scholars and critics: unprecedented access to
rare or inaccessible materials; comprehensiveness-that is, their seemingly infinite capacity to collect scattered texts andcommentary,
a capacity so much vaster than a book's that
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it holds out the promise of completeness; . .. tograpbs, engravings, and printed editions
consolidation of differmt media. such as
that are rare, expensive, unwieldy, or out of
manuscripts, images, and printed texts, into
print. The general availability of these texts
a single, easily navigable digital format; and
in digital form will undoubtedly transform
the open-endedness of the digital medium
Whitman scholarship. As Michel Foucault
itself, a quality that points toward a utopian
observes in describing the classificatory funcn
author's name2 the addition of a
future in which archival s*olarship is b a u d .t i ~ o$&e
not by financial or physiral~&;nstf& IN&'.- 'S*
number of texts to the oeuvreby the imaginations of its cmtw1an$ ma , m d c b g - b m newly or more readily part of
the canon-cannot help changing fundamenWhile Folsom does not claim that wethave
arrived at this future, he thinks we are contally what we mean by "Whitman."
siderably further along this trajectmy than'
But will the availability of these texts on
I do. Folsom sees the digital databas&as an
a single digital platform transform our ways
opportunity to liberate Whitman's wkttrinlf of reading, permitting readers to follow "the
from "the constraints of single bo&&jectsr"
webbed roots" of Whitman's writing as they
and yet, as I hope to demonstrate, digital
"zig and zag with everything"? Whatever
projects such as ?he Walt WhitmanArchive
centripetal forces might be unleashed by the
are significantly more depende
poetry itself, ?he Walt Whitman Archive reconventions than they need to be.
lies on the centrifugal force of the idea of the
b o k in order to consolidate and make coherFolsom's claims against the examp& sf the
ent a far messier archive of printed works.
Whitman archive, I will argue that Pdsom
describes not a transformation but a "remeWhile this database is a work in progress and
diation" of archives. Jay David Bols~rand
the editors promise to add Whitman's other
Richard Grusin coined this term to point to a
published writing as time and funding permi& the archive is currently organized around
persistent characteristic of new me&at-their
imitation and incorporation of the d l t i m
the six major American editions of Leaves of
S
they seek to supersede. Despite the P-&PC&I- C ~ S(1855,1856,1860,1867,1871-72,1881tionary capacities of the new techdbgies,
82, 1891-92). It is perhaps easiest to perceive
pioneering digital projects such as 'ihe Walt ' the consolidating force exerted by this series
of identically titled books by considering the
Whitman Archive hew surprisingly closely to
normative ideas of the author and the work, a
numerous other freestanding volumes that
might otherwise be listed under the heading
conceptual and structural horizon that keeps
such projects from functioning in the radical
Books: Whitman's temperance novel Franklin
Evans (1842); the Civil War poetic sequences
ways that Folsom describes.
Drum-Taps (1865) and Sequel to Drum-Taps
I am a long-term, devoted user of The
(1865); the prose treatise Democratic Vistas
Walt Whitman Archive. I simply can't imag(1871); Passage to India (1871), a'collection of
ine studying or teaching nineteenth-century
poems published as a supplement to the 1871
American literature without it.' But however
edition; the chapbook As a Strong ~ i ; don
grateful I am for its existence and however invested I am in its future, I don't think that the
Pinions Free (1872); and the prose-heavy later
archive delivers on the claims Folsom makes
work, such as Memoranda during the War
(1876), Two Rivulets (1876), Specimen Days
for digital databases. Folsom is right to assert
and Collect (1882), November Boughs (1888),
that his archive offers scholars, teachers, stuand Good-ByeM~~ a n (1891).
c ~ While detailed
dents, and ordinary readers unprecedented
headnotes to each of the archive's editions of
access to Whitman's texts, from dispersed,
remote, and inaccessible manuscripts to pho- Leaves of Grass spec@ how poems from these
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